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SECURE E-MAIL MESSAGING SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

This disclosure generally relates to communication sys-
tems, and more particularly, to an e-mail messaging system
and a method of operating the same.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

Many network computing systems use a distributed archi-
tecture in which individual computers may be communicate
with one another using various communication protocols,
such as an Ethernet or token ring protocol. Computing sys-
tems configured in networks may provide particular advan-
tages over those configured in traditional centralized comput-
ing architectures. For example, computing systems
configured in networks may provide an eificient means of
communication with one another. Organizations often use
network computing systems that are configured in one or
more domains to handle many of their organizational pro-
cesses.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

According to one embodiment, a secure e-mail messaging
system includes an e-mail relay server coupled to a secure
client configured on a secure domain and an external client
configuredonan external domain.The e-mail relay serverhas
amemory for storageofan actual address ofthe secure client,
a first certificate associated with the actual address, an alias
address associated with the actual address, and a second
certificate associatedwith the alias address. The e-mail relay
server receives an e-mail message that includes the alias
address from the external client and decrypts the e-mail mes-
sage according to the second certificate. The e-mail messag-
ing server then replaces the alias address with the actual
address to form a modified e-mail message, encrypts the
modified e-mailmessage according to the first certificate, and
transmits the modified e-mail message to the secure client.

Some embodiments ofthe disclosure may provide numer-
ous technical advantages. For example, one embodiment of
the secure e-mail messaging systemprovides enhanced secu-
rity over other known e-mail messaging systems. Using the
secure e-mail messaging system of the present disclosure,
e-mail messages may be transmitted between domains while
hiding sensitive information, such as the domain structure of
either domain involved in the e-mail transaction.

Certificates may be used enhance the security of e-mail
communications. These certificates, however, may include
sensitive information about the domain structure that may
form a breach of security. Certain embodiments ofthe secure
e-mail messaging system hides certificates associated with
clients configured on the secure domain from other clients
configured on external domains to enhance the security of
secure domain.

Someembodimentsmay benefit from some, none, or all of
these advantages. Other technical advantages may be readily
ascertained by one ofordinary skill in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of embodiments of the
disclosure will be apparent from the detailed description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in
which:
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2
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of a

secure e-mailmessaging systemaccording to the teachings of
the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing several elements of one
embodiment of an e-mail relay server that may be used with
the secure e-mail messaging system ofFIG. 1; and

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing one embodiment ofa series
of actions that may be performed by the e-mail handler pro-
cess of FIG. 2 to transfer e-mail messages from the external
domain to the secure domain of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS

As described previously, organizations often use network
computing systems to handle many of their organizational
processes. Network computing systems used by organiza-
tions may be structured in domains for ease ofadministration
by maintenance personnel. These network computing sys-
tems may also be coupled to publicly accessible networks,
such as the Internet, to extend their processing capability to
other organizations. For example, organizations may be
coupledtogether through the Internet to providevarious com-
munication services between organizations, such as e-mail
messaging services, voice services, and/or instant messaging
services.

Organizations oftenuse information that may be confiden-
tial in nature. Due to the generally insecure nature of com-
monly known network architectures, organizations seek to
manage the nature andtype ofinformation that may be shared
externally with others. The United States Department of
Defense (DoD), for example, has issued a Director ofCentral
Intelligence Directive 6/3 (DCID 6/3) entitled “Protecting
Sensitive Compartmented Information Within Information
Systems.” The Director ofCentral Intelligence Directive 6/3
generally includes a set of guidelines including several
ascending levels of protection that extend from a protection
level 0 (PLO) to a protection level 5 (PL5).

The protection level 4 (PL4) protection level specifies that
“The security support structure shall maintain separate
execution domains (e.g., address spaces) for each executing
process.” This requirement has not heretofore been possible
using known e-mail messaging mechanisms or protocols.
That is, known e-mail messaging protocols utilize a header
structure including a sender’5 address portion and a recipient
address portion that may be generally unalterable following
creationofthe e-mailmessage.Access to the sender’s address
portion and/or recipient address portion may create a breach
of security, a problem that may not be solved using known
e-mail messaging systems.

FIG. 1 shows one embodiment ofa secure e-mail messag-
ing system 10 that may provide a solution to this problem as
well as other problems. Secure e-mail messaging system 10
includes an e-mail relay server 12that couples a secure client
14 configured on a secure domain 16 through a domain gate-
way 18 with an external client 20 configured on an external
domain 22. E-mail relay server 12 is also coupled to a guard
node 24.According to the teachings ofthe present disclosure,
e-mail relay server 12 separates secure domain 16fromexter-
nal domain 22 by isolating the domain structure of secure
domain 16 from external domain 22. That is, provisions are
made for e-mail communication of secure client 14 with
external client 20 without revealing the domain structure of
secure domain 16.

Secure domain 16 may be any type ofnetwork computing
system that maintains a secure environment from external
domain 22. Secure domain 16 may include, for example, a
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network computing system of an organization, such as the
Department of Defense (DoD) that handles confidential
information as part of its organizational processes. External
domain 22 may be any other computing system, such as a
stand-alone computing system, a distributed computing sys-
tem, or other network computing system, such as the Internet
or an intranet of another organization. In one embodiment,
secure domain 16and external domain22are administeredby
a single organization that administers communication with
differing levels of security. For example, the Department of
Defense may implement secure domain 16 to have a “top
secret” security level and external domain 22 to have a
“secret” security level. In other embodiments, secure domain
16 and external domain 22 may form a portion ofan organi-
zation, such as the Department of Defense, having multi-
tiered levels of security in which various domains that are
separated from one another according to various correspond-
ing caveats or sub-security levels.

E-mail relay server 12 separates secure domain 16 from
any external domain22as described above. In this respect, the
term “separated” refers to the quality of hiding the domain
structureofsecuredomain 16fromexternal domain22and/or
isolating certificates issued within secure domain 16 from
those issued to external domain 22. Use ofthe domain struc-
ture within the e-mail message may provide benefits for the
organization if used internally. For example, administrators
may diagnose faults in a relatively efficientmanner using the
domain structure information included in e-mail messages.
This information, however, may compromise the security of
secure domain 16 if allowed access by others outside of
secure domain 16.Access to certificates issued within secure
domain 16 by users from external domains 22 may also pro-
vide a breach of security. Certificates typically include infor-
mation to verify the identity and address information of
secure clients 14 configured on secure domain 16. Knowl-
edge of this information may therefore be detrimental to the
security of secure domain 16. Thus, e-mail relay server 12
separates secure domain 16 from external domain 22 by hid-
ing the address of secure client 14 and any certificates asso-
ciated with secure client 14.

Secure client 14 and external client 20 may include any
suitable type ofe-mail client that transmits or receives e-mail
messages, such as Mozilla Thunderbird, Microsoft Mail, or
Pegasus Mail. Secure client 14 transmits or receives e-mail
messages to or from, respectively, another secure client con-
figured on secure domain 16 or external client 20 configured
on external domain 22. Domain gateway 18may be provided
to route e-mail messages between secure domain 16 and
external domain 22. In one embodiment, domain gateway 18
includes an adjudicator device that regulates communication
services of secure clients 14 in secure domain 16 to those in
external domain22. In another embodiment, domaingateway
18configured as an adjudicator restricts information received
by or transmitted from secure client 14 in a compartmented
fashion according to a protection level 3 (PL3) protection
level. For example, domaingateway 18may restrict access by
secure client 14or external client 20 to published information
according to a security level ofthe respective client.Accord-
ing to this example, domain gateway 18may negotiate a login
session with secure client 14 or external client 20, and sub-
sequently allow access to information according to a security
level of the login session.

Guardnode24 is executedonany suitablecomputerhaving
a processor that executes instructions stored in a memory.
Guard node 24 verifies e-mail messages processed by e-mail
relay server 12.Uponreceipt ofe-mailmessages, e-mail relay
server 12 decrypts the e-mail messages and forwards the
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4
decrypted e-mail messages to guard node 24 for verification.
Guard node 24 may verify e-mail messages according to one
ormore rules. Verification ofe-mail messages may trap vari-
ousmalicious intruder attempts to gain illicit access to secure
domain 16.For example, guardnode 24 may compare sender
or recipient addresses included in the e-mail messages and
reject any that are suspicious. Inone embodiment, guardnode
24 searches the body portion of e-mail messages for suspi-
cious or illicit content. For example, the body portion of
e-mail messages may be searched, such as with a regular
expression search, to determine if content is found that may
be inconsistent with the security level ofthe sender or recipi-
ent. Ifmalicious or illicit content is found, the message may
be restricted from being forwarded to the recipient address.

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing several elements of one
embodiment of an e-mail relay server 12 that may be used
with the secure e-mailmessaging system 10ofFIG. 1.E-mail
relay server 12may be implemented on any suitable comput-
ing system, suchas a personal computer, a laptop computer, a
workstation, or a network ofmultiple computers configured
on a local area network (LAN). E-mail relay server 12
includes a simplemail transport protocol (SMTP) server 28,
a memory 30, and a port 32 for communication with guard
node 24. E-mail relay server 12 also executes an e-mail han-
dler process 34 that executes instructions stored in memory
30. Operation of, e-mail handler process 34 will be described
in detail below.

Simple mail transport protocol server 28 is coupled to
secure domain 16 and external domain 22 for relaying e-mail
messages between one another. In one embodiment, e-mail
relay server 12 includes multiple simple mail transport pro-
tocol servers 28 that are each individually coupled to secure
domain 16and external domain 22. In the particular embodi-
ment shown, simple mail transport protocol server 28 com-
municates with secure domain 16 and external domain 22
using a simplemail transport protocol; however, any suitable
e-mail messaging protocol may be used, such as a post oifice
protocol (POP) or an Internet message access protocol
(IMAP).

Memory 30 stores an account 36 for each secure client 14
registered on securedomain16.Account 36may be generated
due to registration of secure client 14 and prior to communi-
cation of secure client 14 with external client 20. Each
account 36 includes an actual address 38 of secure client 14.
Upon registration, a certificate 40 is generated to provide
secure communication within secure domain 16. An alias
address 42 is also generated and bound to actual address 38
such that, when an e-mail message is sent to or from secure
domain 16, e-mail handler process 34 may associate actual
address 38 with alias address 42. Certificate 40 may include
identifiable information about secure client 14. Providing
access to certificate 40 may create a breach of security
whereby illicit users may obtain information about secure
client 14. Thus, certificate 44 is generated to provide secure
communication of alias address 42 with external client 20
while alleviating the need to subject certificate 40 to use
outside of secure domain 16.

Port 32,which couples e-mail relay server 12to guardnode
24, may be any suitable type ofcommunication port, such as
anEthernetport orother suitable data communicationport. In
one embodiment, port 32 includes a queue for temporary
storageofe-mailmessagesbetween guardnode24 and e-mail
handler process 34. In one embodiment, e-mail messages
conveyed between e-mail handler process 34 and guardnode
24may bewrapped in an extensiblemarkup language C(ML)
messageto facilitateparsing ofinformationby guardnode24.
In another embodiment, e-mail messages or extensible
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markup language messages encapsulating the e-mail mes-
sagesmay be encrypted prior to being transmitted to or from
port 32.

Modifications, additions, or omissions may be made to
secure e-mail messaging system 10 without departing from
the scope ofthe disclosure. The components of secure e-mail
messaging system 10 may be integrated or separated. For
example, the functions of guard node 24 may be integrated
with e-mail handler process 34 on e-mail relay server 12.
Additionally, operations of e-mail relay server 12 may be
performed using any suitable logic comprising software,
hardware, and/or other logic. As used in this document,
“each” refers to each member of a set or each member of a
subset ofa set.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing one embodiment ofa series
of actions that may be performed by e-mail handler process
34 to transfer e-mail messages from external domain 22 to
secure domain 16. In act 100, the process is initiated.

In act 102, e-mail handler process 34 receives an e-mail
message from external client 20 configured on external
domain 22. The e-mail message has several fields, such as a
sender’s address, a recipient address, and a body portion that
includes text, graphics, or other useful information intended
for view by secure client 14.An alias address is provided to
external client 20 rather than the actual e-mail address of
secure client 14 in order to hide the domain structure from
view outsideofsecure domain 16.Thus, the recipient address
includes alias address 42 of secure client 14. The e-mail
message may be encrypted using any suitable approach.

In act 104, e-mail handler process 34 decrypts the e-mail
message according to certificate 44 associated with alias
address 42. Certificate 44 is issued to external client 20 for
encrypting e-mail message prior to transmission. In one
embodiment, e-mail message is decrypted according to a
certificate 44 that includes a public key associatedwith alias
address 42 and a private key associated with external client
20. The public key may be used to ensure the privacy of the
e-mail message while the private key verifies the signature of
external client 20.

In act 106, e-mail handler process 34 verifies e-mail mes-
sage according to one ormore rules. The quantity and type of
rules may include any rule that ensures particular procedures
are followed to maintain security of secure domain 16. For
example, a particular rule may check the e-mail message to
ensure that the domain structure is not included in the recipi-
ent address of the e-mail message. As another example,
e-mailhandlerprocess 34mayperform ageneral searchofthe
body portion of the e-mail message for particular words or
phrases that may be inappropriate for view outside of secure
domain 16. If any of the rules are violated, other measures
may be taken, such as deletion of the e-mail message, quar-
antining of the e-mail message, or alerting management per-
sonnel of the suspect e-mail message.

In one embodiment, elements of the e-mail message may
be transmitted to guard node 24 for verifying the e-mail
message according to the one or more rules. In this embodi-
ment, e-mail handler process 34 wraps the e-mail message in
an extensible markup language (XML) message and trans-
mits the extensible markup language message to guard node
24. Certain embodiments in which rules are verified using a
guardnode 24 that is separate frome-mail relay server 12may
provide an advantage inthat administrationofthe oneormore
rules may be simplifiedusing a independently managed com-
puting system.

In act 108, e-mail handler process 34 replaces the alias
address 42 with the actual address 38 in the recipient address
portion of the e-mail message.
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6
In act 110,e-mail handlerprocess 34 encrypts themodified

e-mailmessage according to another certificate 40 associated
with actual address 38. In one embodiment, certificate 40
includes apublic key ofactual address 38 and a private key of
alias address 42. The public key ofactual address 38 may be
used to ensureprivacy ofthe e-mailmessagewhile the private
key ofthe alias addressmay be used to signthemessage. That
is, the private key may be used to verify the identity of secure
client 14 such that the originator of the e-mail message was
not spoofed by an illicit user.

In act 112, the encrypted e-mail message is transmitted to
secure client 14 using the actual address 38.

The previously described process may be repeated with
each e-mailmessage transmitted from anexternal client 20 to
secure client 14. To transmit an e-mail message from secure
client 14 to external client 20, the previously described pro-
cess may be reversed. In act 114, the process ends.

Modifications, additions, or omissionsmay be made to the
method without departing from the scope of the invention.
The method may include more, fewer, or other acts. For
example, the e-mailmessagemay be encryptedprior to trans-
mission or receipt from e-mail relay server 12 to guard node
24. In this manner, security of the e-mail message may be
maintained throughout the transmission path of e-mail mes-
sages.

Although the present disclosure has been described with
several embodiments, a myriad of changes, variations, alter-
ations, transformations, andmodifications may be suggested
to one skilled in the art, and it is intended that the present
disclosure encompass such changes, variations, alterations,
transformation, and modifications as they fall within the
scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1.A secure e-mail messaging system comprising:
an e-mail relay server coupledto a secure client configured

on a secure domain and an external client configured on
an external domain, the e-mail relay server having a
memory for storage of an actual address of the secure
client, a first certificate associated with the actual
address, an alias address associated with the actual
address, and a secondcertificate associatedwith the alias
address, the actual address including domain structure
information of the secure domain, the first certificate
including apublic key ofthe actual address and aprivate
key of the alias address, and the second certificate
including a public key of the alias address and a private
key of the external client, the e-mail relay server oper-
able to:

receive an e-mail message comprising the alias address as
a recipient from the external client, the alias address
comprising a local part and domain structure informa-
tion of the external domain, both the local part and the
domain structure information of the external domain of
the alias address being devoid of the domain structure
information of the secure domain, the e-mail message
being encrypted according to the public key ofthe alias
address andthe e-mailmessagebeing encrypted accord-
ing to the private key of the external client for a first
signature, the public key of the alias address and the
private key of the external client being extracted from
the second certificate previously issued to the external
client;

decrypt the e-mail message according to the second cer-
tificate, the decrypting including verifying whether the
e-mail message has the first signature of the external
client, the verifying including decrypting the e-mail
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message according to a public key ofthe external client
accessible to the e-mail relay server;

replace the alias address with the actual address of the
secure client as the recipient to form a modified e-mail
message;

encrypt the modified e-mailmessage according to the pub-
lic key of the actual address and encrypt the modified
e-mail message according to the private key ofthe alias
address for a second signature, the public key of the
actual address and the private key of the alias address
being extracted from the first certificate; and

transmit themodifiede-mailmessageto the secureclient as
encrypted according to the public key of the actual
address and signed according to the private key of the
alias address.

2.The secure e-mailmessaging systemofclaim 1,wherein
the e-mail relay server is further operable to:

receive another e-mail message comprising the actual
address from the secure client;

encrypt the another e-mail message according to the first
certificate;

replace the actual address with the alias address to form
another modified e-mail message;

encrypt the another modified e-mail message according to
the second certificate; and

transmit the anothermodified e-mail message to the exter-
nal client.

3.The secure e-mailmessaging systemofclaim 1,wherein
the e-mail relay server is operable to decrypt the e-mail mes-
sage according to the second certificate by decrypting the
e-mailmessage according to aprivate key ofthe alias address.

4. The secure e-mailmessaging systemofclaim 1,wherein
the secure domain comprises a secure network having a secu-
rity level that differs from the security level of the external
domain.

5.The secure e-mailmessaging systemofclaim 1,wherein
the first certificate is isolated from the external domain and
wherein the second certificate is isolated from the secure
domain.

6. The secure e-mail messaging system ofclaim 1, further
comprising a guard node coupled to the e-mail relay server,
the guardnode operable to verify the e-mail message accord-
ing to a plurality ofrules.

7.The secure e-mailmessaging systemofclaim 6,wherein
the guard node is operable to verify the first e-mail message
by searching the body portion for instances of one of a plu-
rality ofkey phrases or one of a plurality ofkeywords and if
found, restrict the e-mail relay server from transmitting the
modified e-mail message.

8.The secure e-mailmessaging systemofclaim 1,wherein
e-mail relay server is coupled to the secure client through a
domain gateway, the domain gateway operable to compart-
ment information transmitted from the secure domain to the
external domain.

9. A secure e-mail messaging method comprising:
receiving, by a network device, an e-mail message com-

prising an alias address as a recipient from an external
client configured on an external domain, the alias
address associated with an actual address of a secure
client configured on a secure network, the e-mail mes-
sage being encrypted according to a public key of the
alias address and the e-mail being encrypted according
to a private key ofthe external client for a first signature,
the public key ofthe alias address and the private key of
the external client being extracted from a second certifi-
cate associatedwith the alias address, the second certifi-
cate previously issued to the external client;
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8
decrypting, by a network device, the e-mail message

accordingto the stored secondcertificate, the decrypting
including verifying whether the e-mail message has the
first signatureofthe external client, the verifying includ-
ing decrypting the e-mail message according to a public
key of the external client;

replacing, by a network device, the alias address with the
actual address ofthe secureclient as the recipient to form
amodified e-mail message, the actual address including
domain structure information ofthe secure network, the
alias address comprising a local part and domain struc-
ture information of the external domain, both the local
part andthe domain structure informationofthe external
domain ofthe alias address being devoid ofthe domain
structure information of the secure network;

encrypting, by a network device, the modified e-mail mes-
sage according to a public key ofthe actual address and
encrypting the modified e-mail message according to a
private key of the alias address for a second signature,
the public key ofthe actual address andthe private key of
the alias address being extracted from a stored first cer-
tificate associated with the actual address; and

transmitting, by a network device, the modified e-mail
message to the secure client as encrypted according to
thepublic key ofthe actual address and signedaccording
to the private key of the alias address.

10.The securee-mailmessagingmethodofclaim9, further
comprising:

receiving another e-mail message comprising the actual
address from the secure client;

encrypting the another e-mail message according to the
first certificate;

replacing the actual address with the alias address to form
another modified e-mail message;

encrypting the anothermodified e-mailmessage according
to the second certificate, and transmitting the another
modified e-mail message to the external client.

11. The secure e-mail messaging method of claim 9,
wherein decrypting the e-mail message according to the sec-
ond certificate further comprises:

decryptingthe e-mailmessageaccording to aprivatekey of
the alias address.

12. The secure e-mail messaging method of claim 9,
wherein the external domain has a security level that differs
from the security level of the secure domain.

13. The secure e-mail messaging method of claim 9,
wherein the first certificate is isolated from the external
domain.

14.The securee-mailmessagingmethodofclaim9, further
comprising:

verifying the e-mail message according to a plurality of
rules.

15. The secure e-mail messaging method of claim 14,
wherein verifying the e-mail message according to the plu-
rality of rules comprises:

searching the body portion for instances ofone ofa plural-
ity ofkey phrases or one of a plurality ofkeywords and
if found, restricting an e-mail relay server receiving the
e-mail message from transmitting the modified e-mail
message.

16.The securee-mailmessagingmethodofclaim9, further
comprising:

compartmenting information that is transmitted from the
secure domain to the external domain.

17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium having
code stored thereon, the code operable, when executed on a
computer processor, to perform at least the following:
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receive an e-mailmessage comprising an alias address as a
recipient from an external client configured on an exter-
nal domain, the alias address associated with an actual
address of a secure client configured on a secure net-
work, the actual address including domain structure
information of the secure network, the alias address
comprising a local part and domain structure informa-
tion of the external domain, both the local part and the
domain structure information ofthe external domain of
the alias address being devoid of the domain structure
information of the secure network, the e-mail message
being encrypted according to a public key of the alias
address and the e-mail being encrypted according to the
private key ofthe external client for a first signature, the
public key ofthe alias address and the private key ofthe
external client being extracted from a second certificate
associated with the alias address, the second certificate
previously issued to the external client;

decrypt the e-mail message according to the stored second
certificate, the decrypting including verifying whether
the e-mail message has the first signature ofthe external
client, the verifying including decrypting the e-mail
message according to a public key ofthe external client;

replace the alias address with the actual address of the
secure client as the recipient to form a modified e-mail
message;

encrypt the modified e-mail message according to a public
key ofthe actual address and encrypt themodified e-mail
message according to a private key of the alias address
for a second signature, the public key of the actual
address and the private key of the alias address being
extracted from a stored first certificate associated with
the actual address; and

transmit themodifiede-mailmessageto the secureclient as
encrypted according to the public key of the actual
address and signed according to the private key of the
alias address.

18. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 17, the code further operable, when executed on the
computer processor, to:
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receive another e-mail message comprising the actual

address from the secure client;
encrypt the another e-mail message according to the first

certificate;
replace the actual address with the alias address to form

another modified e-mail message;
encrypt the another modified e-mail message according to

the second certificate and transmit the another modified
e-mail message to the external client.

19. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 17, the code further operable, when executed on the
computer processor, to:

decrypt the e-mail message according to a private key of
the alias address.

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 17,wherein the external domainhas a security level that
differs from the security level ofthe secure domain.

21. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 17, wherein the first certificate is isolated from the
external domain.

22. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 17, the code further operable, when executed on the
computer processor, to:

verify the e-mail message according to a plurality ofrules.
23. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of

claim 22, wherein to verify the e-mail message according to
the plurality of rules comprises:

searching the body portion for instances ofone ofa plural-
ity ofkey phrases or one of a plurality ofkeywords and
if found, restricting an e-mail relay server receiving the
e-mail message from transmitting the modified e-mail
message.

24. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 17, the code further operable, when executed on the
computer processor, to:

compartment information that is transmitted from the
secure domain to the external domain.
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